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Purpose of the paper
• Paper addresses the following issue: do green mutual funds perform
as well as the averages of all mutual funds in their respective
categories?
• paper examines operating characteristics and performance measures
of all available green mutual funds in the USA over the last 15 years as
of March 31, 2011

Previous empirical studies on SRI are typically one of three types:
1. The first type focuses on the performance of a social index, such as the
Domini Social Index (Corson and Van Dyck, 1992; Statman, 2000).
2. Second type analyses social responsibility at the firm level, sorting
individual stocks into portfolios based on a number of social criteria
(Diltz, 1995).
3. Third type focuses on the performance of socially responsible investment
vehicles – mutual funds and ETFs
This study analysis fits into third group in terms of similar focus on the return
performance of green equities at the fund level.

Literature review
• Green investing is a relatively new subset of socially responsible investing
(SRI); no formal definition of green investing
• Keefe (2007) defines sustainable investing as the integration of ESG factors
into financial analysis and decision making, and argues that sustainable
investing and socially responsible investing are different
• Investments considered by socially responsible funds (SRFs) may be
positively screened for inclusion based on criteria such as environmental
responsibility, employee relations, or product safety.
• Funds may also be negatively screen for exclusion based on a company’s
involvement in promoting, for example, alcohol, tobacco, gambling, or
involvement in the defence industry.

• Rudd (1981) argues that the loss of diversification introduced by
social screens increases a screened portfolio’s covariation in returns
unrelated to the market. Thus, the loss of diversification is unlikely to
be offset by an increase in returns, resulting in lower
• Sharpe (1965) demonstrates that portfolios formed using a subset of
all available investments cannot have a higher return per unit of risk
profile than portfolios formed using all available investments

Previous studies
• Mallett and Michelson (2010) find that green fund returns are similar to index
returns. They also find little return difference between green funds and SRFs. The
number of green funds in their paper ranges from four to six, depending on the
time frame analysed.
• Sabbaghi (2010) studied 15 green funds from 2005 to October 2009. He
documents that green returns were quite good until the autumn of 2008, at
which time the average fund lost around 70 percent of its value. Unfortunately,
the returns are not benchmarked to any index, so it difficult to gauge how they
compare to average stock returns over any period.

Contribution of this paper to previous studies
• This paper analyses 131 green mutual funds and has a balanced
analysis of risk and return, providing a more comprehensive view of
green investing.

Empirical Analysis
• study analyses all green mutual funds
in the USA having at least three-year
data available as of March 31, 2011
• green mutual funds identified by US
SIF
• US SIF define green mutual funds as
mutual funds that seek investments
with positive impact in at least one of
the three areas (climate/clean tech,
pollution/toxics, environment/other)
• data for individual green mutual
funds and category averages of
mutual funds were collected from
Morningstar’s Principia database

• primary statistical testing method
used in this paper is a paired t-test
for means
• Each category of funds has one
measurement which is aggregated
across all fund categories, but not
across different time periods to
avoid double counting*
• Performance measures include
conventional return, risk, and riskadjusted return
• Operating characteristics include
expense ratios, annual turnover
rates, and tax cost ratios.

*the highest (lowest) expense ratio is the same as the
category of the all-mutual funds group with the highest
(lowest) expense ratio

Empirical results
Green mutual funds have:
• higher expense ratios in 12 of the
19 categories than category
averages
• lower turnover rates in 16 of the 19
categories than category averages
• lower tax cost ratios in 14 of the 19
categories than category averages

• generally, underperform in terms of return
• as a whole, have lower returns than the category
averages over 5 and 10 year period
• Results over the three- and 15-year periods are
inconclusive
• few categories do outperform
• Results of return percentile rank in category are similar
• lower Sharpe ratios over 5 and 10 year period
• betas (market risk) similar to the category averages over
all time periods
• alphas (market-risk-adjusted excess returns) lower over all
time periods
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What my plan is
• Build on the work of Edward, Walt and Doug from 2012
• Perhaps learn more about the way in which green fund returns are
generated, multiple factor models

